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Sharing the Little Land Story
As a franchise owner or employee of Little Land, when we see the joy on childrens’ faces 
it’s natural to want to share our story with everyone. And we should! Little Land has a unique 
offering and we want parents to understand how we can help their kids grow through 
the type of play we offer. 

Little Land has developed a cohesive look and messaging that expresses our mission. This brand 
style guide serves as a quick reference for any communication regarding Little Land, from business 
cards to social media posts. It keeps everything consistent, plus it will save you time, money, and 
frustration because you don’t have to spend money or resources on design and messaging. 

Always remember our success is measured through each child we help, 
so let’s share our common goal of helping children play with purpose!

Ernie and Debbie Beltz
Founders

At Little Land, we develop physical, emotional, and social strength through 
unstructured developmental play. We cultivate big imaginations, 
awe-inspiring creativity, and transformative curiosity. 
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Sharing the  
Little Land Story
As a franchise owner or employee of Little Land, when we see the joy on childrens’ faces it’s natural to 

want to share our story with everyone. And we should! Little Land has a unique offering and we want 

parents to understand how we can help their kids grow through the type of play we offer.

Little Land has developed a cohesive look and messaging that expresses our mission. This brand style 

guide serves as a quick reference for any communication regarding Little Land, from business cards 

to social media posts. It keeps everything consistent, plus it will save you time, money, and frustration 

because you don’t have to spend money or resources on design and messaging.

Always remember our success is measured through each child we help, so let’s share our common goal 

of helping children play with purpose!

Ernie and Debbie Beltz 

Founders

At Little Land, we develop physical, emotional, and social strength through unstructured developmental 
play. We cultivate big imaginations, awe-inspiring creativity, and transformative curiosity.

LORES IMAGE
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Our Brand Story
Little Land Play Gym was birthed in the heart of Debbie Garcia-Beltz, a pediatric occupational therapist 
for nearly 20 years. She envisioned creating a place for all kids to play together and have fun; all while 
developing foundational skills that are instrumental to their growth, including gross motor, fine motor, 
sensory processing, and speech and language skills.

Ernie Beltz, Jr. and Debbie founded the Little Land concept in 2014. They opened the doors to the first 
facility in North Austin on April 3, 2015. Since then, the company has grown to numerous locations across 
Texas and internationally in China.

In 2018, Little Land was a winner in the Next Gen in Franchising Global Competition and also earned the 
recognition of Best Place to Work in Austin.

We’re preparing young minds for a big world.

Branding Voice
WHO WE ARE
Fun. Friendly. Helpful. We are committed to developing a child’s skills. We believe in understanding the 
different needs of every child who comes to Little Land. Our greatest achievement is a child successfully 
accomplishing a developmental goal.

CORE MESSAGE
Each Little Land is a place where ALL kids and parents feel welcome and where therapy is normalized. 
Our language is relaxed and we use words like play, create, learn, grow, and train.

OUR TONE
We are enthusiastic, engaged, and FUN! We believe in what we do. We speak the parent’s language 
of care, concern, and quality. We are a forward-thinking brand that speaks to parents in a relaxed and 
conversational tone of voice.

LITTLE LAND GUIDING PRINCIPLES:
• Integrity – We are honest and ethical in everything we do.

• Excellence – We are driven to be the best. We require excellence of ourselves and each other.

•  Ownership – We value radical ownership of our actions through hard work, self-sufficiency, and 
initiative. We are all-in and do what it takes to get the job done.

•  Relationships – We treat each other in a way that is thoughtful, respectful, engaging, ethical, forgiving, 
and FUN!

•  Growth – We are growth-oriented, forward thinkers prepared for what the future holds. We value having 
a flexible and safe environment where people can be creative and take risks.

•  Openness – We are people of our word. We cultivate a culture of honesty and accountability and offer 
an open door to one another.
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TAGLINES
The following taglines can be used for marketing purposes in emails, 
social media, and other forms of communication:

•  Play with purpose. 

•  Preparing young minds for a big world.

•  Play. Develop. Grow.

•  Where kids with all abilities have a clean, 

   safe, unique, and fun place to play.

•  Unstructured by design.

•  Little Land grows big imaginations and strong minds.

LOCATION NAMING
When referring to your location or corporate brand, begin each word with a capital 
letter. Add your location at the end and not the beginning. 

DO: Little Land Play Gym or Little Land Play Gym – North Austin

DON’T: little land play gym or Little Land play gym or North Austin Little Land 
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Taglines
The following taglines can be used for marketing purposes in emails, social media, and other forms of 
communication:

• PLAY WITH PURPOSE.

• PREPARING YOUNG MINDS FOR A BIG WORLD.

• PLAY. DEVELOP. GROW.

•  WHERE KIDS WITH ALL ABILITIES HAVE A CLEAN,SAFE, UNIQUE,  
AND FUN PLACE TO PLAY.

• UNSTRUCTURED BY DESIGN.

• LITTLE LAND GROWS BIG IMAGINATIONS AND STRONG MINDS.

Location Naming
When referring to your location or corporate brand, begin each word with a capital letter.  
Add your location at the end and not the beginning.

DO: 
Little Land Play Gym or Little Land Play Gym – North Austin

DON’T: 
little land play gym or Little Land play gym or North Austin Little Land

PLAY GYM?

EXAMPLE?
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Little Land branded logo to be used on printed and digital material.

Do not pull, separate or change the logo ever. 

The Little Land logo is an important part of our brand identity. When using the logo, 
please adhere to these guidelines or trademark policies and the operations manual.

Whenever possible, use all colors on the logo. Never alter the specific shade of orange or 
green. In some circumstances, you may need a solid color. We have provided options in green, 
orange, white, and black. Never break apart the logo to use only a portion. Any modification 
must be approved by corporate.

When resizing logos, retain the proper aspect ratio to avoid stretching or skewing. 
Allow plenty of white space around the logo to avoid crowding. 

USAGE GUIDELINES

LITTLE LAND LOGO

HOW TO USE THE LOGO

LOGO

ADDITIONAL LOGO VERSIONS

Reversed logo should be used depending on color or photographic background.

White logo
on black

White logo
on color

Black logo 
on white
(In-house spread 
sheets, and documents)

Full color logo 
on white

NEVER
EVER DO THIS

NEVER
EVER DO THIS

EITHER

LITTLE LAND LOGO - WHAT NOT TO DO
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Logo
USAGE GUIDELINES
The Little Land logo is an important part of our brand identity. When using the logo, please adhere to these 
guidelines or trademark policies and the operations manual.

Whenever possible, use all colors on the logo. Never alter the specific shade of orange or green. In some 
circumstances, you may need a solid color. We have provided options in green, orange, white, and black. 
Never break apart the logo to use only a portion. Any modification must be approved by corporate.

When resizing logos, retain the proper aspect ratio to avoid stretching or skewing.  
Allow plenty of white space around the logo to avoid crowding.

LITTLE LAND LOGO
Little Land branded logo to be used on printed and digital material, shown with and without location.

HOW TO USE THE LOGO

ADDITIONAL LOGO VERSIONS
Reversed logo should be used depending on 
color or photographic background.

WHAT NOT TO DO
Do not pull, separate or  
change the logo ever.

North Austin

EXAMPLE WITH ALL IN 1 COLOR? 
GREEN/ORANGE
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Color
USAGE GUIDELINES
The exact color of our logo provides a consistent visual recognition for customers.  
The color palette provides a unified look across all communications.

Color Palette
USE OF COLOR FOR PRINTED AND DIGITAL MATERIAL
The following palette has been selected for use in Little Land communications.

For the best color reproduction, always use the CMYK (printed material) and  
RGB (digital material) numbers provided in this branding guide. Never alter the 
specific shade of orange or green.

CMYK 0  60  100  0

RGB 145  130  32

HEX F58220

PMS 27-8 U
(Pantone)

CMYK 2  16  97  0

RGB 251  208  24

HEX FBD018

PMS 7-8 U
(Pantone)

CMYK 56  0  100  0

RGB 125  194  66

HEX 7DC242

PMS 154-8 U
(Pantone)

CMYK 60  51  50  20

RGB 102  103  103

HEX 666767

PMS 179-8 U
(Pantone)

40%

Highlight/Shadow  
Options

30%

20%

10%
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Typography
A variety of fonts are selected for use by Little Land franchises to provide contrast within the text and 
bring consistency to all content from Little Land.

Fonts
PRIMARY FONT: HEADER STYLE

Arista 2.0 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ  1234567890
Arista 2 .0 Light 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ  1234567890

SECONDARY FONT: SECONDARY HEADER STYLE/MAIN BODY COPY

Objectivity Extra Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ  1234567890
Objectivity Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ  1234567890
Objectivity Regular 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ  1234567890
Objectivity Light 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ  1234567890

DIGITAL FONT: ONLINE/EMAIL

Varela Round Regular

Hierarchy
All headlines should follow the same format. The primary headline should always be Arista 2.0 in mixed 
case, starting with brand color green followed by brand color orange. Less important words can be 
deemphasized by changing the font to Arista Light, remain the same size as the main headline and 
always lowercase. 

EXAMPLE:

Grow with
Little Land
LITTLE LAND FRANCHISING
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Development Plans

SEMI-ANNUAL ASSESSMENTS
Twice a year, members have the benefit of meeting one-on-one with 

a trained development plan coordinator to assess a child’s developmental 

growth progress. We believe that this is one of the most powerful 

benefits of a Little Land membership.

Assessments are available at all Little Land locations with a trained 

development plan coordinator on staff.

To learn more visit our website or talk to a team member today!

Our development plans help parents understand the various stages of child 

development and how to help a child reach approprate milestones. 

The development plans, designed by our pediatric therapists, incorporate 

activities and goal-setting timeline to track your child’s progress from 

birth through early school years.

Free with every Little Land membership

LittleLand 8.5x9.5 insert DEVELOPMENT PLANS back.pdf   1   3/20/19   1:58 PM

Chelsea Norcom, SLPA
Speech Language Pathology Assistant

chelsea@littlelandplaygym.com
13776 N. Highway 183, Ste 107 Austin, Texas  78750

P: (512) 827-3601
F: (512) 777-5042 littlelandplaygym.com

Design and  
Image Elements
PRINT AND  
DIGITAL MATERIAL
Our images should truly be worth 
a thousand words by conveying 
the spirit and heart of Little Land. 
Photography should not appear 
staged. Images should look like 
casual snapshots. Copyright 
issues are serious concerns in 
today’s digital environment. Never 
use stock images that are not 
provided by Little Land. Never take or use 
photos with an iPhone for quality reasons.

Only use high resolution images when printing. 
(300 dpi) is print resolution and (72 dpi) is screen/digital 
resolution. A library of images that depict our brand is available 
in the marketing portal. You must receive written consent for any 
photographs used of actual people or customers from your Little Land 
location.

When combining multiple images together, include a stroke of white between them to help 
separate the graphics.

VECTOR ILLUSTRATION
There is a library of illustrations designed in the same style from the logo art. These can be used with 
photography.

OTHER ILLUSTRATIONS?
SPEAK TO EQUIPMENT ILLUSTRATIONS... 

RECOMMENDED TO USE FULL PHOTOGRAPHS 
OVER ILLUSTRATIONS
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Website
Little Land has created a professional website that includes dedicated pages for your location. The 
website and all location pages are professionally managed and updated.

Location pages are connected to your Alluvi accounts for registrations and payments.  
Franchise owners are responsible for maintaining correct content on Alluvi.

When you need to make additions or fix technical issues on your location page, you can access our 
support system at www.littlelandplaygym.com/franchisee-support.

EXAMPLES OF REQUESTS INCLUDE:
• Adding/changing photos of staff or location-specific images

• Adding/changing staff bios or other text specific to your location

• Tech support for anything not functioning properly

• Adding events to your public calendar
HEXAGON?

UPDATE TYPE TREATMENT?
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Email Protocols
Email marketing is an effective and important way to nurture current and future customers.  
Little Land uses myEmma as our email marketing system for generating emails and managing email lists.

Our website is designed to capture email addresses for each location, which populates on each location’s 
unique mailing list.

CAMPAIGNS
Once a month, our corporate team sends out one mass email that highlights new content and news 
relevant to all locations.

NEWSLETTER TEMPLATE
We have a standardized email template you can use for your location that can include upcoming events, 
coupons, specials, behind the scenes, etc.

FRANCHISE NEWSLETTER
Once a month, we send out a newsletter to all of our franchise owners that contains company-wide 
announcements, marketing tips, best practices, stories, and more.

EMAIL SIGNATURE
Sending an email gives that recipient another opportunity to be exposed to the Little Land brand. Email 
signatures should follow the font, color, and logo standards.

REQUIRED ELEMENTS
All email signatures should include the following: 
Full Name, Title 
Little Land Play Gym – (INSERT YOUR LOCATION) 
Ex: Little Land Play Gym – North Austin Little Land

OPTIONAL ELEMENTS
You may also include: 
• Office number 
• Website link to your location 
• Social links (always put this in the order of most engaged to less-left to right)

ERNIE BELTZ JR. 
Founder, President & CEO
LittleLand North Austin 
512.555.5555 | 512.555.5555
facebook | instagram | twitter

ERNIE BELTZ JR. 
Founder, President & CEO
LittleLand North Austin 
512.555.5555 | 512.555.5555
facebook | instagram | twitter

VARELA ROUND-REGULAR

FONT? HOW-TO RESOURCE

PLAY GYM?

NOT RECOMMENDED AS S4  
PRODUCT OR USING IMAGES

USE OF TEXT OVER ICONS WITH 
SOCIAL REFERENCE

PERIODS INSTEAD OF DASHES FOR 
PHONE

WHAT DOES THE NEWSLETTER 
TEMPLATE AND FRANCHISE 
NEWSLETTER LOOK LIKE?
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media is a valuable tool to share Little Land’s story. However, consistency in our brand story 
is important as is the type of message shared. The ultimate goal is to generate and maintain 
interest among followers.

FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM 

Each location is assigned a Facebook page that is linked to the 
corporate account and an Instagram profile. You are not permitted 
to create any additional Facebook pages, Facebook groups, or additional 
Instagram profiles representing Little Land Play Gym. The corporate 
marketing department will push out content to your Facebook pages 
and Instagram profiles up to 3x a week. This is content applicable 
to all locations. 

You will be responsible for managing all other posts and engagement 
for your location. The Little Land corporate page can be used as a model 
for ideas and examples. Remember to follow our guidelines for color, 
images, and messaging. 

Content 
We provide a bank of images, but you are given freedom to run your social media site as you 
see fit. We are fun, friendly, and helpful and our Brand Voice should be reflected when writing posts. 
When posting, you are speaking as Little Land and not as a personal post so all content, while fun, 
must remain professional. Adding your name or initials at the end of the post is not needed. Also, 
Little Land should never like its own posts.

We monitor social media channels to make sure everyone follows the company guidelines. 

Moderating
Little Land encourages its franchise owners and staff to maintain a responsible and balanced 
dialogue. Our corporate office reserves the right to moderate content of posts to franchise 
location pages and profiles. 

Responding to posts
Communication is essential on social media and the goal is to keep it positive, just as you would in 
a Little Land location. However, some followers may post complaints, negativity, or explicit content. 
It’s important to use solid judgement when deleting posts to avoid backlash. Any comments that 
contain harmful, explicit, or spam-like content should be removed. 

If someone posts a complaint, keep the response short and positive. Show that you are addressing 
the customer’s concern. For example, “We are sorry to hear you didn’t have a positive experience 
at Little Land. We would like the opportunity to speak with you to make this right. Please contact 
us at (leave a phone number to the location).”

Little Land Play Gym Branding | Style Guidelines 10
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We provide a bank of images, but you are given freedom to run your social media site as you see fit. 
We are fun, friendly, and helpful and our Brand Voice should be reflected when writing posts. When 
posting, you are speaking as Little Land and not as a personal post so all content, while fun, must remain 
professional. Adding your name or initials at the end of the post is not needed. Also, Little Land should 
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MODERATING 
Little Land encourages its franchise owners and staff to maintain a responsible and balanced dialogue. 
Our corporate office reserves the right to moderate content of posts to franchise location pages and 
profiles.

RESPONDING TO POSTS
Communication is essential on social media and the goal is to keep it positive, just as you would in a Little 
Land location. However, some followers may post complaints, negativity, or explicit content. It’s important 
to use solid judgement when deleting posts to avoid backlash. Any comments that contain harmful, 
explicit, or spam-like content should be removed.

If someone posts a complaint, keep the response short and positive. Show that you are addressing the 
customer’s concern. For example, “We are sorry to hear you didn’t have a positive experience at Little 
Land. We would like the opportunity to speak with you to make this right. Please contact us at (leave a 
phone number to the location).”

EXAMPLES?
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ANALYTICS
Our corporate marketing team will monitor your social media analytics 
and provide tips for maximizing your marketing efforts.

HASHTAGS
Using hashtags is an effective way to increase your reach across your Instagram 
and Facebook channels. Hash-tags make it easier for users to find related content and 
increase your profile’s visibility. When creating hashtags, make them memorable, 
unique, and relevant to the content you are sharing.

Be sure to use #littleland for all posts. Here are some other suggestions:
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#play

#indoorplayground

#playindoors

#familyfun

#sensoryfun

#sensoryplay

#developmentalplay

#bestbirthdayever

#parentsnightout

#lettingkidsbekids

#socialskills

#austinbirthdayparty 
(use your location)

#tummytime

#climb

#sensoryart

#occupationaltherapy

#physicaltherapy

#speechtherapy

#sensoryroom

#sensoryexploration

ANALYTICS
Our corporate marketing team will monitor your social media analytics 
and provide tips for maximizing your marketing efforts.

HASHTAGS
Using hashtags is an effective way to increase your reach across your Instagram 
and Facebook channels. Hash-tags make it easier for users to find related content and 
increase your profile’s visibility. When creating hashtags, make them memorable, 
unique, and relevant to the content you are sharing.

Be sure to use #littleland for all posts. Here are some other suggestions:
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#play

#indoorplayground

#playindoors

#familyfun

#sensoryfun

#sensoryplay

#developmentalplay

#bestbirthdayever

#parentsnightout

#lettingkidsbekids

#socialskills

#austinbirthdayparty 
(use your location)

#tummytime

#climb

#sensoryart

#occupationaltherapy

#physicaltherapy

#speechtherapy

#sensoryroom

#sensoryexploration

Social Media
ANALYTICS
Our corporate marketing team will monitor your social media analytics and provide tips for maximizing 
your marketing efforts.

HASHTAGS
Using hashtags is an effective way to increase your reach across your Instagram and Facebook channels. 
Hashtags make it easier for users to find related content and increase your profile’s visibility. When 
creating hashtags, make them memorable, unique, and relevant to the content you are sharing.

Be sure to use #littleland for all posts. 

Here are some other suggestions:
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Ernie Beltz Jr.
Founder, President & CEO

E: ernie@littlelandplaygym.com 
P:  512-827-3670

E: debbie@littlelandplaygym.com 
P:   512-827-3670

E: chelsea@littlelandplaygym.com 
P:   512-827-3670

Debbie Garcia Beltz
Founder, Pediatric 
Occupational  Therapist

Chelsea Norcom
Director  
Franchise Operations

CONTACT:
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Contact

ERNIE BELTZ JR.

FOUNDER, PRESIDENT & CEO
E: ernie@littlelandplaygym.com 

DEBBIE GARCIA BELTZ

FOUNDER,  
PEDIATRIC OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
E: debbie@littlelandplaygym.com 

CHELSEA NORCOM

DIRECTOR

FRANCHISE OPERATIONS
E: chelsea@littlelandplaygym.com 
P: 512.827.3670

LORES IMAGES

REMOVE GRAY STROKE


